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HatHats Coffee Company

For all enquiries contact:
kara.davies@hathats.co.uk or

laura.stephenson@hathats.co.uk



OBJECTIVES
- Drive more traffic to our new website.

- Increase footfall to our physical sites.

- More cohesive social media plan.

- Increase spend on our HatHats site and our trade

partners store.

- Trialling advertising with search engines and social

media.

- Long term: launch secondary discount trade brand.

Online only brand.

TOOLS AND PLATFORMS
We recently commissioned  2 stores in Shopify. We

are selling on Facebook, Instagram, Amazon and

eBay. We will eventually be opening a discount trade

store that is online only.

The main HatHats website was built by an agency

that added small amounts of SEO, there has since

been many products added and some have had key

words added. However the focus was making sure it

was on brand and it could do with a full SEO

overhaul.

The company has a Google Ads, Business and

Merchant account, which we have seen some

organic sales on using the Surfaces feature. We have

not yet put any spend behind this. We are waiting for

recommendations from the agency.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Our outlets are located in different parts of Kent

attached to different amenities, meaning our

audience is a varied demographic from yummy

mummies, dog walkers, families and businessmen. As

well as other sites catering for gym goers and sports

teams. 

Our online target audience is coffee lovers,

beginners through to experts, we carry  many coffee

machines that range in price. We are slowly building

a range to fit this.

BUDGET
We are keen to trial as many channels and avenues

as possible with the recommendations. Initial spend

will be small however we are prepared to

dramatically increase it if we see results.

CURRENT SITUATION

Like most small business we have dabbled with

boosting posts and playing with Google however,

whilst we have seen a small return, we want to utilise

an expert to optimise results.

Our Marketing Managers skillset sits in design and

offline material. We are about to appoint a Digital

Intern to work with our chosen agency and provide

the in house support they will need.

WHAT WE NEED FROM AN
AGENCY
Our aim is to grow and target and have

conversations with  niche audicens. we are looking at

all platforms and in the process building a dedi

We need you to work with kara laura and intern, and

develop understanding of how we can optimise our

digital presnece. We need someone to break down

the complextities and keep it simple. 

FANCY A COFFEE AND A CHAT?
If you think you can add value to our digital

presence, in the first instance please contact Kara

Davies (Marketing Manager) or Laura Stephenson

(Brand Development Exec) to begin a conversation.

If you could send an outline of what you think you

can do much like this document, we anticipate

receiving a fair few proposals and will aim to try and

get back to everybody however we are putting this

out far and wide, so make yours stand out.

Contact details:

Kara Davies - kara.davies@hathats.co.uk

Laura Stephenson - laura.stephenson@hathats.co.uk


